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Abstract—In this paper we present the first, to authors’ 
knowledge, attempt of banknote recognition on an Android 
platform. By utilization of SURF descriptors we demonstrate 
robustness to illumination conditions, scale and rotation. The 
method is shown to be also insensitive to clutter and tolerable to 
occlusion and wrinkling of banknotes. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 
The ability to recognize currency (both coins and bills) 

without human input is critical for a number of applications. 
Probably the most important one is assisting visually impaired 
people. According to World Health Organization, 284 million 
people (over 4% of world population) are visually impaired, 
including 39 million blind. While coins can be potentially 
recognized based on the shape, bills in the majority of 
currencies have similar size and often similar colors, which 
may cause problems even for people with poor vision who are 
not legally blind. Another aspect of everyday life that could 
benefit from coin and bill recognition is automated teller 
machines (ATMs). Presently, most ATMs require a person to 
place the bills in the envelope for deposition and rely on ATM 
service personnel for accurate counting. Not only this approach 
is error-prone but also opens possibility for fraud if the person 
depositing money intentionally claims larger amount than 
deposited. These issues can be eliminated by built-in system of 
banknote recognition. Such system might also help reduce the 
flow of counterfeit money in general. 

Because of very different properties between coins and bills 
the respective recognition problems are usually considered 
separately. For coin detection various methods have been 
proposed: statistical approach [1], vector quantization [2], 
eigenspace decomposition [3], and image registration [4], to 
name a few. All these methods were shown to be extremely 
sensitive to illumination conditions. Furthermore, many of 
them rely on taking an image of a single coin on a uniform 
background with camera located at a fixed distance from the 
coin. While these conditions are generally satisfied with ATMs, 
automated systems for counting coins on a rubber transporter 
and alike, they are hard to fulfill for such applications as 
helping visually impaired, which limits the use of the above 
methods. 

Unlike coins, bills exhibit much more tolerance to 
illumination due to lack of specular reflection often saturating 

coin image. Furthermore, banknotes generally contain more 
information identifying its nominal compared to coin. 
However, bill recognition encounters a new issue that is not 
applicable to coins – shape distortion due to wrinkling and/or 
folding, which introduces a great deal of dissimilarity between 
the test image (image of a folded banknote) and a library 
image. 

Due to this latter problem, most of the work on banknote 
recognition was done assuming flat banknotes. The methods 
include hidden Markov chains [5], artificial neural networks 
[6], and dynamic template matching mimicking the behavior of 
human brain [7]. Most of these methods are fairly 
computationally involved; therefore they are tested on high 
performance machines (like personal computers). Recent 
development of mobile platforms makes the idea of banknote 
recognition with a smartphone an appealing one. In this study 
we develop a simple approach of template matching with 
SURF keypoint detector [8] for Android platform. 

One has to note several aspects of the problem that are 
specific to mobile platform development. Besides limited 
computational power, one has little control over the 
illumination conditions (besides using built-in flash), and the 
level of the background clutter. Other issues include relatively 
poor resolution of built-in cameras and lack of absolute scale 
reference. For these reasons, we find it fundamentally 
impossible to develop a robust method of coin recognition. Fig. 
1 shows a typical image of several coins obtained with a 
smartphone camera, in which some coins are saturated due to 
specular reflection, while others have such low resolution that 
it is almost impossible to extract any features. Since it is 
difficult for human to recognize the coins imaged, there is little 
hope that such task can be accomplished by a machine. Hence, 
our study is limited to bills only. 



 

Figure 1.  Typical image of a set of coins with a phone camera. Three coins 
out of five can be identified by human. 

 

II. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
The advantages of using SURF keypoint detectors have 

been recently demonstrated [9] on a personal computer. While 
the results shown by the authors are very promising, the overall 
complexity of the proposed algorithm does not allow for direct 
porting to a mobile platform. Hence, we implemented a more 
simple approach to pre-processing the image before applying 
SURF detector to it. Parts of the code utilize openCV library. 

We will refer to the input image as test image, and stored 
ground truth image as reference. 

1. Given the input image (768x432 pixels, 24bit color 
depth), we first convert it to grayscale and convolve 
with a 3x3 Gaussian low-pass filter to eliminate high-
frequency noise. 

2. Then we apply Canny edge detector to detect all the 
regions in the image. 

3. At this point we have a set of contours, some of which 
contain gaps. We apply a close operation (dilation 
followed by erosion) using a 3x3 pixel circle as a 
structuring element. 

4. The resulting binary image now consists of closed 
contours. These contours form a hierarchy starting 
from the inner-most all the way to the image 
boundary. This hierarchy can be constructed using 
algorithm described in [10]. We select the smallest 
rectangular region from the hierarchy that exceeds 
170x300 pixels – the dimensions determined 
empirically that most likely depend on the camera 
resolution. 

5. Within the selected region we detect points of interest 
and calculate their SURF descriptors. 

6. Find matching interest points from reference images 
of banknotes. For a given point from reference image 
Pref we calculate the distance from it to the closest 

point from test image and the second closest (all 
distances are in descriptor space), which we call d1 
and d2, respectively. If d2 < 1.6*d1 we reject such 
match to avoid false positive detection. Indeed, if the 
test image contains multiple points that have similar 
descriptor as a single point from reference image, such 
point is not a reliable measure of match. 

7. If we end up with less than 10 matches, select a region 
that is one level up in the hierarchy and move to step 
5. Otherwise consider a match with the reference 
image. 

 

The above flow is exemplified in Fig. 2. It is interesting to 
note that banknote nominals are not chosen as detection 
regions. This is because the region containing the nominal is 
generally small; furthermore, its points of interest may have 
similar SURF descriptors since digits tend to share certain 
elements. Including actual nominals into the set of interest 
points would increase the risk of misclassification, as the actual 
number shown is not analyzed as a whole. It is worth noting an 
additional benefit of the approach, namely its extendibility to 
different currencies by simple expansion of the set of reference 
images.  

 

Figure 2.  Various stages of banknote recognition: a) input image; b) 
Grayscale image filtered with 3x3 Gaussian; c) Canny edge detection; d) 

closing of Canny edges with 3x3 circle; e) rectangular regions for analysis 
with SURF detector – marked in green. 



III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to improve reliability of the algorithm, camera 

flash was on for all images. This is not considered “special 
illumination” as it is a built-in function of the phone itself.  

While folded banknotes are not identified by our algorithm, 
slight wrinkling does not show any issues, as illustrated on Fig. 
3. Also, one can see that folded corners (which are very 
common in everyday use) do not prevent the algorithm from 
correct performance. It is interesting to note that bills with new 
design are not detected – direct consequence of lack of 
corresponding reference image in the library. This fact proves 
high selectivity of our method, since new design is quite 
similar to the older one, especially after converting to gray-
scale.  

Since our detection relies on a rectangular border present in 
all US bills, it is quite insensitive to any clutter. As shown in 
Fig 4, a bill on top of very inhomogeneous background with 
both high frequencies from text and lower frequencies from the 
piece of fabric is recognized correctly. However, destroying the 
rectangular border with a wire on top of the bill (Fig. 4b) 
makes the bill non-detectable. 

We have tested how much obstruction can be tolerated by 
our method. It turned out that if the bill is covered from one 
end leaving ~75% of area open, the bill is still detected. Further 
obstruction and obstructing the central portion of the banknote 
make the banknote “invisible” to the algorithm (Fig. 5). The 
ability to clearly analyze central part of the bill is crucial for 
our algorithm. Significant wrinkling of a banknote (Fig. 6a) 
causes the bill to be detected, but nominal is not recognized. 
Other limiting cases we found, namely defocusing and folded 
bills, are illustrated in Fig. 6b-c. Among them, image blur due 
to defocus and/or motion blur caused by natural hand shaking 
is not critical, since modern smartphone cameras are usually 
equipped with autofocus and vibration compensation 
mechanisms. Folded banknotes are, on the contrary, very 
common in everyday life and offer an interesting task for the 
future extension of our problem.  

In all tests the recognition takes ~30 seconds on Motorola 
Droid phone equipped with 800MHz CPU. 

 

Figure 3.  Algorithm performance on several banknotes: arrows indicate 
banknotes that are recognized. New design bill is not included in the training 

set and therefore is not recognized. 

 

Figure 4.  Algorithm performance with presence of clutter: a) clutter outside 
of the bill does not affect detection; b) wire running across the bill splits it into 

two parts, which makes the bill non-detectable. 

 

Figure 5.  Bill detection at various extent of occlusion: a) Slight (less than 
25%) is tolerated; b) significant occlusion and c) occlusion of central part are 

not tolerated by the algorithm. 

 

Figure 6.  Limiting cases of the proposed approach: a) significant wrinkling 
causes the bill to be detected but nominal is not recognized; b) defocusing 
does not allow for correct Canny edge detection; c) folded bill breaks the 

assumption of rectangular border around the bill. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Banknote recognition in an uncontrolled environment is a 

very difficult task due to a large number of variable conditions 
affecting image quality. Often an approach that is robust with 
respect to one of the factors becomes sensitive to another. For 
example, trying to rely on a bill boundary to efficiently ignore 
clutter prevents the detection of folded banknotes. On the other 
hand, an attempt to produce and analyze all the keypoints, 
which in principle would be equivalent to exhaustive search, 



would result in prohibitively long computation time and under 
certain conditions might run into resource limitations. Hence, it 
is important to restrict the use of any method to a specific set of 
variables, such as illumination, banknote condition (wrinkling, 
folding, stains, etc.), level of clutter, image resolution, 
computational speed, and so on. 

Presented above is the first, to authors’ knowledge, attempt 
of banknote recognition on a general purpose mobile platform. 
We have successfully developed and tested the algorithm that 
is based on template matching using SURF descriptors. The 
approach was shown to be robust with respect to clutter and 
variations in illumination. Certain degree of occlusion and 
wrinkling are also tolerated. The algorithm was designed to be 
on a “conservative” side: no banknote was mis-classified at the 
expense of some banknotes being ignored. We have also shown 
high selectivity of the method – banknotes of different designs 
but the same nominal are distinguished. This property should 
not be viewed as a limitation, since the algorithm can be easily 
expanded to a larger number of different banknotes by adding 
elements into the reference set. 

The only significant limitation we have discovered was 
inability to detect folded banknotes. A potential way to 
overcome this problem is to reduce the minimum size of a 
rectangular region in the hierarchy. While this approach seems 
simple, one has to take into account additional computation 
time required to analyze keypoints within these smaller 
rectangles. Furthermore, such approach does not solve the 
problem fundamentally, as one could always imagine folding a 
bill to a rectangle smaller than the size of a smallest considered 
rectangle. Finding more robust solution to the issue of folded 
bills would be a valuable addition to the current algorithm. 
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APPENDIX 
Jonathan has designed and implemented the algorithm for bill recognition 
Ilya made a poster and write-up 
Both team members designed test cases and studied the limitations of the algorithm 
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